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Meet the panel

There will be a Q&A at the end, but feel free to drop any questions/comments in 
the chat before then.



How does HSbD contribute to healthy and 
safe design?



Health and safety is about protecting 
downstream stakeholders from harm

• Manufacture 
• Transport
• Construct  
• Commission
• Operate
• Occupy
• Inspect
• Maintain 
• Repair
• Refurbish  
• Modify
• Use
• Decommission 
• Demolish
• Dismantle 
• Dispose
• Etc.

Downstream work and use is diverse

Don’t forget the humans.



But how can designers access the reality 
of downstream stakeholder needs ?

Every source of knowledge has 
limitations and challenges.

Chapter 5 of the study report presents observations on these practices.



Effective communication is 
about what downstream 
stakeholders need to know

What information do downstream stakeholders need?
Accessible, timely, fit for purpose information about:
a. Residual hazards
b. Gaps, limitations, and assumptions in the design
c. Means of controlling risk which are novel and specific to a & b

What means of communication work for 
downstream stakeholders and will help them to 
discharge their duties?
e.g.,
a. Marked up drawings
b. BIM and/or site walk-throughs
c. Operator training
d. Probably not the HSbD register



A healthy and 
safe design is 
ultimately the 

product of good 
design

Important early 
design decisions 
made by the client

Traditional scope of application of HSbD

Scope of design activity

Many contextual factors enable or constrain 
the realisation of a healthy and safe design.



Understanding the construction sector and 
the harm to its people

Three areas of need:

• The harm in the sector and its 
correlation with different variables, 
including design choices.

• Design thinking, stakeholder 
management, and change 
management.

• The strategic trends and drivers of 
construction activity, methods, and 
behaviours, and work-related harm 
and exposure.

Enabling understanding of:

• The potential to reduce harm 
and where to target 
interventions to achieve this. 

• How changes will impact 
people and how people and 
organisations influence and 
control work.

• How the construction sector 
will change in the future.

Chapter 4 of the study report presents our observations on this subject.



Looking beyond the designer’s ‘bubble’

The wider context

The 
designer’s 
bubble

Directions for intervention

1. Socialising the report

2. Understanding the construction 
sector and its performance

3. Reconceptualising HSbD

4. Putting downstream stakeholders 
at the centre of design

5. Changing behaviours in the sector

6. Decision making

7. Closing the loop

Chapter 7 of the study report presents these directions.
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Questions / 
Comments ?
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Questions and answers:
Q: Excellent work team. Great call out on the misconception of meeting designers minimum 
duties under HSWA (tested in some recent cases to strictly applicable to workplaces) being 
equivalent to meeting the principles or broader outcomes of HSbD. 
Is it more of a matter of not delivering on the principles of HSbD and identifying those 
barriers and developing solutions as opposed to the model? 
Effective early stage consideration
Downstream stakeholder engagement 
Improved control option “Reasonably Practicable” challenge and whole of life cost-benefit 
Decision making processes – who should be involved and assessing proposed controls (who 
will own the risk) 
Improved integrated H&S information in delivery lifecycle 
Lessons learned and evolution of design standards learnings

A: The barriers to achieving the principles can be found in the reality of practice – we need to 
know how people are doing things now, and the reasons for their behaviour in order to figure 
out what could be a reasonable change. That’s why the questions were based around the 
principles. It’s also important to note that people interpret the principles in different ways e.g.
depending on where they sit in the supply chain and the design process itself (using broader 
definition of design here as per the report (see page 80).

Q: Do you think funding can be found to create decent training courses and/ or create clear 
advisory information to provide businesses?

A: Yes. But we need to first understand what we need further training on and what that 
training will consist of. As part of the future work, we will consider summarising some of 
the information that's available in the report, specifically to key stakeholders (e.g. H&S 
practitioners, clients, constructors, facilities and property managers etc.).



Q: Surely the onus is on the designer to initiate the process and apply good H&SbD
principles as the 'source' of the design. So, should our focus be on influencing the 
professional bodies and educational institutes that influence design practise, and 
incorporating the downstream engagement in the service provision of the designer?

A: Professional bodies and educational institutes influence the competency of the design 
services organisations and individuals. There is potential for improvement here. Though 
this is one potential focus area, it won’t resolve some of the other barriers to achieving 
healthier and safer designs. The design services consultants do have a critical role to play 
in HSbD; but also note they are brought in after the client makes decisions on ‘project 
settings’ (e.g. time, cost, site - see report pages 52-58).

Q: Curious whether the panel are aware of any international examples of where changes 
in HSbD processes and requirements have had a material impact on construction harm 
statistics?

A: The stats are not clear on this locally or internationally, therefore it is difficult to draw 
any linkages. 
These relationships are also complex and not often linear. When looking at things in 
hindsight, it may seem that an accident could be avoided by a design control but if that 
control was in place, another accident may have occured. High hazard industries are 
probably where the best examples are. Also the UK CDM has had some success - it 
establishes roles during construction and creates opportunties for communication.

Q: SiD gained limited success in the UK until the CDM Regs were implemented. The 
conversation and debate amongst this group is great and the report is a fantastic step 
forward. I believe that until such time that clients are made liable for failure to think about 
safety (in the design stage)that we will see no real progress. Thoughts?

A: CHASNZ is currently advocating alongside WorkSafeNZ to lobby the Government and 
MBIE to consider the development of Construction Design and Management (CDM) 
regulations in New Zealand under HSWA.



Q: Do you have a view (or will one be developed in next phases of work) on how the info is 
best packaged for the end user on handover? I've seen many issues where info has tried to 
be communicated, but it's tricky to find it - should it be within e.g. an O&M vs. Building 
Management guide vs. FM system vs. on as-builts? Standard approach vs horses for 
courses?

A: How and what is communicated depends on the knowledge that needs to be shared, the 
people receiving the communication and the nature of the project, including the relationships 
between the various parties among other things e.g. latest changes, ongoing sales, etc. This 
is highlighted as an area to work on: refer Section 5.4 Managing and communicating 
information about health and safety in the design and 7.4 Direction 4 – Putting downstream 
stakeholders at the centre of design. The creation of the Health and Safety File under UK 
CDM regulations is one example that has seen some success.

Q: How do we get designers/architects to shift away from aspects of design which are their 
Signature and focus rather on a H&S mindset?

A: There is a function vs form conversation to be had here. Fundamentally, we need a culture 
change within the industry, which needs to be led by designers, architects and clients to 
enable this to happen. That culture change is necessary is picked up by the directions for 
intervention in the report, and we are still evolving the detailed actions.



Q: Hello, if personal experience is a significant factor in Learning, should we further 
encourage opportunities for engineering graduates and more experienced designers to get 
experience on construction and operational sites as part of their professional 
development, and recognise it through the chartership process? Thanks
A: Yes, that would be a good contributor. We’d agree that these experiences are an 
important part of professional development. The report strongly calls out the importance of 
tacit knowledge alongside codified knowledge. 
In section 7.7 Direction 7 – Closing the loop, the authors ask: How do designers gain 
knowledge and experience of construction, operations, maintenance, and use through their 
professional training and career pathways? How can designers be made more aware of the 
limitations of their own experience with respect to design for construction, operations, 
maintenance, and use?

Q: What responsibilities does (and can) the client have within the brief, for instructing the 
designers about safety of their operations?

A: The client organisation ‘should’ provide certain information to the design services 
consultants according to the WorkSafe guidance Health and Safety by Design: An 
Introduction(2018). 
The authors asked about the project/design brief in the interviews and it was talked about by 
some participants as a key document. However, this requires the client to have the capability 
to communicate about their operations within that format. 
The brief is one way of accessing knowledge from the client organisation; it is unlikely to be 
exhaustive and the client cannot anticipate the impact the design may have on their 
operations.



Q: Is the problem exacerbated by relatively homogenous make up of design teams? Do we 
need to make sure we get voices of the elderly, children, different socio-ecomomic
backgrounds. Different people experience spaces and use spaces differently.

A: Yes, that is important and the report does highlight this. Tacit (experiential) knowledge 
needs to besought for achieving good design outcomes. Designers aren't experts in all of 
these things, so helping share this knowledge downstream would be beneficial. Having this 
knowledge within the design team is one way to do this, but there are many ways to seek 
this knowledge.

Q: Noting that changing behaviours has been identified as a desired outcome and that 
clients are recognised having the potential to have significant influence - what does 
CHASNZ have in the pipeline to influence/engage with clients specifically to bring this 
uplift?

A: We're still working out what the future direction looks like. We have a client leadership 
framework(https://secure.chasnz.org/downloads/clientleadership/ClientLeadershipModel_
Beta0.1.pdf)and are proactively engaging with clients. Health and safety by design is an 
aspect of that leadership framework and we're currently looking through the directions of 
this report to plan how we might engage and influence clients. If you believe that behaviour 
is driven by context, then the objective to look at how industry changes the context that 
drives the behaviours we want to see.

Q: A question a little off topic but I am curious to know how much emphasis is placed on 
HSbD in our universities and other training grounds. I have have had first hand experience 
with Grad Engineers coming into industry and it has been apparent that H&S in general is a 
very slim topic at this level.

A: The report didn’t directly address this but the panel agrees - this is our perception too. 



Q: Is there also a need for responsibility on the construction team and end user to have resource 
available for design input? Based on project complexity, the quantum of collaboration with 
designers may vary, but should be sized as part of setting up the project, the same way we would 
factor in stakeholders engagement (e.g: iwi, community,,..), and the costs associated to it.

A: As you say, this relies on those resources being funded as well as gaining access to 
downstream stakeholders often prior to procuring the construction phase. Many participants felt 
that downstream involvement wasn’t a priority/non-negotiable element of the design process (p 
44). And it is important to note downstream stakeholder input can be provided in multiple ways. 

Q: A key principle is the early stage influence, but it is important the process continue and remain 
live through the various lifecycles. There is often some amazing results from in construction 
phase design reviews/change process but often this can drop out of the HSbD process and often 
learnings and changes are not communicated to further downstream stakeholders. Has this been 
explored on improving the continuous process for HSbD and learnings share?

A: This is why we question whether we need to broaden the scope of application of HSbD (see 
figure 6, p 69) . Where the design process has a holistic overview, these learnings are more easily 
transferred. Once the process is more siloed, it's almost impossible to transfer information - so it 
does depend how the process is set up. 
"In my experience, 70% of learning is on the job, 20% is study and 10% is what you're told, so we 
need more tacit learning" - Doug Johnson.

Refer also to section 7.7 Direction 7 – Closing the loop. One question we ask in here is: How can 
organisations, the sector, and government draw on their learnings and experience from design and 
make this knowledge accessible for design elsewhere?
e.g., drawing on: 
– Post-occupancy evaluations 
– Lessons learned and case studies of good (and bad) practice 
– Standards developed by industry leaders 
– Research 
– Specialist design literature 



Q: I had a question about clients' responsibilities to instruct their architects and engineers. 
As you will be aware, property offices base their instructions on standard briefs or design 
guidelines developed over many previous projects (and novice clients may develop their 
brief from scratch). I am interested in clients' responsibilities for safety by design, because 
they apply the lessons learned from the Post Occupancy Evaluations in their briefing.

Government agencies established the Evaluation program to "Close the Loop" (Deming's 
Plan-Do-Check-Act quality cycle in operations management).Occasionally, "worker" 
representatives participating, in these engagements (WEPR), report hazards in association 
with behaviour and/or conditions.

An example more commonly reported by "workers" is slippery-when-wet(SWW) entrance that 
become hazardous in wet conditions or when people hurry (in one recent evaluation, a tight 
appointment schedules was said to contribute to a fall on an SWW entrance). Risk can be 
compounded if building AND behaviour AND conditions are all unfavourable - such as if 
water from fire hoses wets an SWW entrance as people hurry to escape a fire.

These more common hazards could be compiled, formatted and communicated to the 
building industry, to prevent them being rebuilt in more buildings. How do you think these 
more commonly reported hazards should be applied to design safer workplaces?

A: Even when there is information, there are always trade-off decisions. People don't always 
understand the trade-off decision and the potential risks that come with it. 
When the sector starts moving towards a more digital world, post occupancy reviews could 
be great resource in the development of digital risk libraries. An example of what this might 
look like is here -https://www.discoveringsafety.com/reports/digital-health-and-safety-risk-
library-use-case


